UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR / ADVISOR CHANGE FORM

NO CASA ADVISEE MAY COMPLETE THIS FORM

Complete this form, take it to the Program Assistant of your NEW department/s, have him/her assign you an advisor (if applicable) AND sign the back of the form. Return the completed form to the Registrar’s Office.

Name: __________________________________________ CWID: _____________________

Current Major: __________________________________________

Current Advisor: _________________________________________

Please Choose One:
☐ I am changing my major.
☐ I am changing my major and my advisor.
☐ I am changing my advisor. (Please skip to the back of the form.)

If you are changing your major, please check the box next to your new major.
If you are only changing your advisor, please skip to the back of the form.

COLLEGE OF: Engineering & Computational Sciences

Applied Math & Statistics (choose specialty):
☐ Computational & Applied Math ☐ Statistics

☐ Computer Science (choose specialty, if desired):
☐ Computer Engineering ☐ Data Science ☐ Robotics & Intelligent Systems
☐ Business ☐ Research Honors

☐ Civil Engineering ☐ Environmental Engineering

☐ Electrical Engineering (choose specialty, if desired):
☐ Information & Systems Science ☐ Energy Systems & Power Electronics
☐ Antennas & Wireless Communication ☐ Integrated Circuits & Electronics

Engineering (choose specialty):
☐ Energy Studies ☐ Robotics & Automation ☐ Water Security
☐ Music, Audio Engineering, & Recording Arts ☐ Corporate Sustainability
☐ Community Development ☐ Individualized

☐ Mechanical Engineering
COLLEGE OF: Earth Resource Sciences & Engineering

☐ Economics & Business  ☐ Geophysical Engineering

Geological Engineering (choose specialty):

☐ Geological Engineering  ☐ Minerals & Petroleum Exploration

☐ Mining Engineering  ☐ Petroleum Engineering

COLLEGE OF: Applied Science & Engineering

☐ Chemical Engineering (choose specialty, if desired):

☐ Biological Engineering  ☐ Process Engineering  ☐ Research Honors

☐ Chemistry (choose specialty, if desired):

☐ Environmental Chemistry  ☐ Biochemistry

☐ Biochemistry

☐ Metallurgical & Materials Engineering

☐ Engineering Physics (choose Master’s combined program, if desired*)

☐ Applied Mathematics & Statistics  ☐ Materials Science

☐ Applied Physics  ☐ Mechanical Engineering

☐ Electrical Engineering  ☐ Nuclear Engineering

*This does not automatically accept you into the program. Completion of Graduate Admissions required.

New Advisor (please print): ____________________________
(Or current advisor – only put your current advisor if you ARE NOT CHANGING advisors)

Signature of Program Assistant ____________________________ Date ____________

Student’s Signature ____________________________ Date ____________
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